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Rebuking the Devourer
The other night I beheld a demonic power in a dream; the blob-like entity had little form and was
obscured by darkness. It made a variety of sounds as if it were feeding off something. Though I
could not see its target, I realized the ‘thing’ was intent on foraging off a person, any person.
In the dream, I recalled a line from a movie in which the actor said wryly: ‘I sleep with all my
friends.’ This entity was open to either gender, any person who would partner with it by
indiscriminately engaging in sex of any kind. It was greedy and insatiable, as if its lust could not be
satisfied. It gave the impression that it intended to devour its prey, to use the person up. I went
from a mild intrigue to repulsion when I realized that the unclean spirit wanted the blood of
embodied souls and would employ sexual immorality to get it. I rebuked the devouring thing in
Jesus’ name and woke up.
I processed the dream with my wife and then the Desert Stream staff. We thought of a generation
weaned on pornography and primed for ‘friendly’ sex with either gender; we admitted the doors to
lust we had cracked in our own imaginations. And we considered how illicit sexuality counterfeits as
completion yet actually fractures us. In truth, lust masks itself as love but has power to destroy
persons (and marriages) who welcome it. We agreed that Lent is not long enough to contend with
the battle for souls being waged today by predatory lusts.
We confessed our compromises and rebuked the devourer. We did both: repent and renounce. We
are dealing not only with lusts of the flesh but with principalities which want our blood. We combat
lust with Jesus’ blood and the authority He gives the faithful to pray for one another so we might
be healed, ambassadors of freedom for a captive generation.
‘Be self-controlled and alert. Your enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion looking for
someone to devour. Resist him, standing firm in the faith because you know that your brothers and
sisters are undergoing the same kinds of sufferings throughout the world.’ (1P 5:8, 9)
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